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1-3.

A Quasi - Judicial Hearing was held on Wednesday, October 14, 2020, beginning
at 5:05 p.m. As this was a hybrid/Zoom teleconference meeting, Ms. Brigette
Brooks announced a roll call for all members in attendance that are typically seated
at the dais for SRIA Meetings. Those present were: Chair - Ms. Brigette Brooks,
Vice Chair - Dr. Thomas Campanella, Secretary Treasurer- Mr. Jerry Watson(via
Zoom), Acting Secretary Treasurer - Ms. Liz Callahan(via Zoom), Board Member
- Ms. Karen Sindel(via Zoom), Board Member- Bubba Peters, Attorney- Mr. Mike
Stebbins, Director of Administration - Ms. Robbie Schrock(via Zoom), and
Executive Director - Mr. Paolo Ghio.

4.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA
Upon motion of Mr. Bubba Peters seconded by Dr. Thomas Campanella, the
agenda for the Quasi - Judicial Public Hearing - Case PB -V-2020-01, was
unanimously approved as presented. (6-0)

5.

QUASI-JUDICIAL PROCESS EXPLANATION - MIKE STEBBINS
Mr. Stebbins stated that in order for the Board to be fair and impartial, he would
ask questions of the Board Members.
Question #1- Did any Board Member have any oral communication with anyone
about the variance application? All six members answered no they had not.
Question #2- Did any Board Member have any written communication with
anyone about the variance application? All six members answered no they had
not.
Question #3- Did any Board Member visit the site where the variance is being
requested? All six members answered no they had not.
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Question #4- Did any Board Member conduct any further investigation of the
variance request besides what I have asked? All six members answered no they
had not.
Mr. Mike Stebbins stated that an application was submitted by the applicant and a
compliance review was submitted by staff.
6.

PUBLIC HEARINGS - Case PB - V - 2020 - 01
Item # 1 - Request by Quietwater Entertainment, INC. - 400 Quietwater Beach
Rd. Unit# 13 - For a hardship variance to reduce the setback along the Southern
boundary of the vacant property from 50' to 15' in order to construct outdoor
amenities adjacent to a proposed new restaurant in the existing building.
Mr. Mike Stebbins stated he would like a motion for the acceptance of the
evidence of the compliance review prepared by staff of exhibits A-F.

Upon motion by Ms. Brigette Brooks seconded by Mr. Bubba Peters, the
Board unanimously accepted the evidence of the compliance review
prepared by staff of Exhibits A-F. (6-0)
Mr. Mike Stebbins asked if there were any questions from the Board about this
request.
Dr. Thomas Campanella asked Mr. Paolo Ghio to identify the property.
Mr. Paolo Ghio stated it was behind of the Circle K property, between the
Boardwalk and Flounders property adjacent to the sound.
Ms. Brigette Brooks asked what the past use of the property was.
Mr. Paolo Ghio stated it was used as an amenity. Jet skis were rented and an
inflatable waterslide was there.
Ms. Brigette Brooks asked how long since the property had been utilized.
Mr. Paolo Ghio stated going on three years.
Mr. Bubba Peters asked what Circle K's response was.
Mr. Paolo Ghio stated that there had been no response which means no
objection.
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Mr. Bubba Peters asked if they are aware that beachgoers will be able to walk
through their business.
Mr. Paolo Ghio stated that they are aware and it will encourage patrons to come
to them.
Mr. Bubba Peters asked if Flounders had any objections since there will be a
stage close to theirs.
Mr. Paolo Ghio stated he had not heard anything.
Mr. Mike Stebbins said that anyone with an objection has had the opportunity to
state it and made a suggestion that a motion be made for the use of Exhibit A as
the official exhibit for determining this hardship.
Upon motion by Ms. Brigette Brooks seconded by Dr. Thomas Campanella,
the Board unanimously approved the motion for the use of Exhibit A as the
official exhibit for determining this hardship. (6-0)
Dr. Thomas Campanella asked that when we are talking about hardship, it's just
so that they have more room to plan and do what they want with the property.
Mr. Mike Stebbins answered yes that was correct.
Mr. Paolo Ghio stated that this property is underutilized for the use and this
property would be very difficult to develop if applying the setbacks per the LDC.
The hardship variance request is necessary to maximize the use.
Ms. Karen Sindel had no questions.
Mr. Jerry Watson asked about the irregular shaped parcel and if we are opening
ourselves to future requirements by others.
Mr. Paolo Ghio said that any lot of irregular shape can request that staff look at it
and determine what can be done if it is in fact a hardship.
Ms. Liz Callahan had no questions.
Mr. Mike Stebbins stated that since there were no more questions and evidence
had been presented, he would like a motion to accept or deny staff's findings of
fact for Criterion A.
CRITERION (a)
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Exceptional conditions. There are exceptional conditions or circumstances that are
unique to the land in question, not ordinarily found on other lands in the vicinity
and not a result of the owner's intentional action. Unique conditions or
circumstances include exceptional narrowness, shallowness, shape, or
topographic conditions of the land or the presence of environmentally sensitive
lands in or around the land.

STAFF FINDINGS-OF-FACT
Staff agrees that the land is peculiar in its shape with an irregularly shaped
southern boundary line and is constrained by the environmentally sensitive
shoreline and existing development. The southern boundary of the land moves
from a southerly to northerly direction at an approximate 45-degree angle to the
shoreline. Other properties in the vicinity generally have a southern boundary that
is parallel to the shoreline and could be considered to run in a more easterly and
westerly straight line direction, and appear to have improvements well within or
inside of the 50' setback. There is adequate space to meet the setback
requirements along all but the southern boundary. However, the irregular shape
and narrowness of the parcel, and the land creates circumstances that are not
applicable to properties in general. Granting a variance will serve to benefit the
surrounding community without negatively affecting adjacent properties. Without
a variance, the leaseholder will be unable to develop the site as desired or make
reasonable use of the land.
Upon motion by Ms. Karen Sindel seconded by Mr. Jerry Watson, the Board
unanimously accepted staff's findings of fact for criterion A. (6-0)

Mr. Mike Stebbins then asked for a motion to accept or deny staff's findings of fact
for Criterion B.
CRITERION (b)
Substantial Hardship Criteria: Under the unique land conditions or circumstances
prompting the variance request, the strict application of LDC standards causes an
exceptional practical difficulty or undue physical hardship to the owner that
effectively prohibits a permissible principal use or denies rights and privileges
legally enjoyed by owners of other properties in the vicinity or within the same
zoning district.
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STAFF FINDINGS-OF-FACT
Staff agrees that the current setback requirements (50") are unique to this irregular
shaped parcel and the have prompted this request. The strict application of the
Code standards requiring a 50' setback of the southern boundary line causes an
exceptional practical difficulty, and undue physical hardship to the leaseholder that
effectively prohibits a permissible principal use of the parcel, hindering the lands
use, and denies the applicant rights and privileges legally enjoyed by leaseholders
of the other properties in the vicinity and the same zoning district. Due to the site
location and irregular shape of the parcel of land, the variance requested is the
minimum variance that will allow for the leaseholders reasonable use of the land
Upon motion by Ms. Karen Sindel seconded by Ms. Brigette Brooks, the
Board unanimously accepted staff's findings of fact for Criterion B. (6-0)

Mr. Mike Stebbins asked for a motion from the Board for the approval of the
request by Quietwater Entertainment, INC. - 400 Quietwater Beach Rd. Unit# 13,
for a hardship variance to reduce the setback along the Southern boundary of the
vacant property from 50' to 15' in order to construct outdoor amenities adjacent
to a proposed new restaurant in the existing building as requested.
Upon motion by Mr. Bubba Peters seconded by Ms. Brigette Brooks, the
Board unanimously approved the request by Quietwater Entertainment,
INC. - 400 Quietwater Beach Rd. Unit# 13, for a hardship variance to reduce
the setback along the Southern boundary of the vacant property from 50' to
15' in order to construct outdoor amenities adjacent to a proposed new
restaurant in the existing building as requested. (6-0)

Mr. Mike Stebbins asked for a final motion to grant this request on the condition
that the leasehold and the Lease as amended are assigned to Specialty
Restaurants Corporation or such other entity as agreed upon by the SRIA and
Specialty Restaurants Corporation no later than January 31, 2021 otherwise the
hardship variance will be null and void on February 1, 2021.
Upon motion by Ms. Karen Sindel seconded by Mr. Jerry Watson, the Board
unanimously granted this request on the condition that the leasehold and
the Lease as amended are assigned to Specialty Restaurants Corporation
or such other entity as agreed upon by the SRIA and Specialty Restaurants
Corporation no later than January 31, 2021 otherwise the hardship variance
will be null and void on February 1, 2021. (6-0)
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Mr. Mike Stebbins stated that based upon the vote of the Board, the request has
been granted and approved. He also stated that if there was any objection to the
Boards decision, it needed to be appealed within 30 days of today's date.
7.

ADJOURN
There being no further business, Mr. Mike Stebbins announced that this concluded
the Quasi - Judicial Hearing of the SRIA Board at 5:26 p.m.

(Please note that the Santa Rosa Island Authority does not make verbatim transcripts of its meetings, although the meetings are tape
recorded. Any person desiring a verbatim transcript of a meeting of the Santa Rosa Island Authority will need to independently secure
such verbatim transcript.)

